
Optimal Control of the Thermistor ProblemChristian MeyerJanuary 15, 2008The presented talk deals with the optimal ontrol of the thermistor problemthat models the ondutive heat transfer in a ondutor produed by an eletriurrent. This leads to the following quasi-linear system of partial di�erentialequations (PDEs): �t� � div(�r�) = (�(�)r') � r' in Q (1)� � �r� + �� = ��l on� (2)�(0) = �0 in 
 (3)�div(�(�)r') = 0 in Q (4)� � �(�)r' = u on �0 (5)' = 0 on �n�0; (6)with a Lipshitz domain 
 � R2, Q = 
�℄0; T [, � = �
�℄0; T [, and �0 =�0�℄0; T [, where �0 denotes a �xed part of �
. Moreover, � represents thetemperature, while ' is the eletri potential. Furthermore, �l and �0 are givenfuntions, and u is the ontrol that an be interpreted as a urrent indued on�0. A possible appliation for this oupled system of PDEs is the hardening ofsteel workpiees via the Joule e�et.Our aim is to adjust the ontrol u suh thatJ(�; u) := 12 k�(T )� �dk2L2(
m) + �2 kuk2L2(�0) (7)is minimized subjet to (1){(6) and the following inequality onstraintsua � u(t; x) � ub a:e: on �0 (8)�a(t; x) � �(t; x) � �b(t; x) a:e: in Q: (9)Here, (8) reets the maximum available eletrial power, whereas (9) preventsmelting of the material whih is ruial in view of hardening appliations. Notiethat (9) represents a pointwise state onstraint that is known to be numeriallyand theoretially hallenging to handle. To be more preise, the generalizedKarush-Kuhn-Tuker theory requires to onsider the state onstraints in thespae of ontinuous funtions. The ontinuity of solutions to (1){(6) is shown byusing maximum paraboli regularity results. After stating optimality onditions,we will turn to the numerial treatment of this optimization problem by meansof a Moreau-Yosida type regularizaton of the state onstraints. The feasibilityof this approah is afterwards demonstrated by the example of hardening a gearrak used in the automotive industry. 1


